We describe theoretical and practical aspects of spin-echo modulated small-angle neutron scattering (SEMSANS) as well as the potential combination with SANS. Based on the preliminary technical designs of SKADI (a SANS instrument proposed for the European Spallation Source) and a SEMSANS add-on, we assess the practicability, feasibility and scientific merit of a combined SANS and SEMSANS setup by calculating tentative SANS and SEMSANS results for soft matter, geology and advanced material samples that have been previously studied by scattering methods. We conclude that lengths from 1 nm up to 0.01 mm can be observed simultaneously in a single measurement. Thus, the combination of SANS and SEMSANS instrument is suited for the simultaneous observation of a wide range of length scales, e.g. for time-resolved studies of kinetic processes in complex multiscale systems.
Introduction
The range of length scales typically observed in a smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) experiment is between 1 nm and several 100 nm. Larger length scales on the µm range can be observed either with ultra SANS (US-ANS) [1] or with spin-echo small-angle neutron scattering (SESANS) [2] . Recently, a new technique to measure SESANS using the modulation of neutron spin-echo polarization across the incident beam has been suggested and tested [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . As the components required to perform the modulation are located before the sample and do not affect the configuration of the SANS instrument, the idea of a combined spin-echo modulation small angle neutron scattering (SEMSANS) and a SANS instrument has been put forward [8] . An implementation of this idea was proposed for SKADI, one of the SANS instruments to be built at ESS, and has been included in the list of potential add-ons for this instrument [9] . Preliminary requirements and potential designs of the SEMSANS add-on have been discussed in the technical reports [10, 11] . In this paper, we take a detailed look into the technical feasibility of combined SANS and SEMSANS measurements and the potential applications.
We start by a short description of the SEMSANS technique, and the relation between the SANS and SEMSANS results. After that, based on the technical designs of SKADI and of a SEMSANS add-on, we calculate the boundaries of length scale regions accessible by SANS and SEMSANS and show that they overlap. We discuss the impact of the SEMSANS add-on on SANS measurements, and calculate SEMSANS signals for soft matter, geological, advanced material samples that have already been studied by neutron scattering. The results of the calculations show that . Using t i (x) = l i (x)mλ/h, where h is Planck constant, m and λ are neutron's mass and wavelength, and Larmor 1 For brevity, the contribution of the ith guide field to φ i is omitted. This is justified because the guide fields are tuned in such a way that their contribution to the net precession angle is zero.
constant, c = mγ/h, we arrive at:
The shift ∆ is fixed at
to make φ 1 − φ 2 =0 at x = 0, that is, to realize spin-echo in the center of the detector.
From eqs. 1a-1b the spin echo polarization is P se (x) = P 0 cos(2πx/ζ)
where the oscillation period, ζ, is given by:
The resulting neutron intensities for the eigenstates |+ and |− are:
So far we neglected the dependence of the net precession angle on the divergence in the XZ plane. For a divergent beam, when the distances between the detector, and the centers of the first and the second triangular regions, L 1 and L 2 , respectively, satisfy the condition [3] :
measured intensities can be described by a modified version of eq. 5:
where V (x) is the so-called visibility.
In the absence of a sample, the visibility is V 0 (x):
where R ∆λ (x) accounts for the effect of wavelength resolution (see Appendix A), and R pixel accounts for a finite spatial resolution of the detector (see Appendix B). • corresponds to triangular coils tested in Delft [6] .
In the presence of a sample, the x-coordinate of the pixel where a neutron will be detected depends on whether it is scattered or not and, if it is scattered, on the scattering angle. Thus, the visibility of modulations will be reduced to an extent that depends on the intensity and angular dependence of the small-angle scattering, more details are given in the next section. The normalized visibility, V s = V (x)/V 0 (x), thus reflects the scattering from the sample only, because the normalization cancels all additional effects due to the finite wavelength resolution and spatial detector resolution.
Please note that the shift of the second triangular precession region relative to the first one, i.e. ∆ from eq. 2, is independent of magnetic field settings because of the condition expressed by eq. 6. The use of such a shift is a new approach. Alternatively, instead of triangular coils, magnets with an inclined foil flipper can also be used [8] .
Relation between SEMSANS, SESANS, and SANS
It was shown in Ref. [13] that the normalized visibility, V s , is the equivalent of the normalized neutron spin-echo polarization measured by SESANS. Therefore, it can be described by the same theory [14] leading to:
where t is the sample thickness, and the subscript exp reflects the dependence of respective parameters on experimental conditions (such as detector size, sample-detector distance etc). In SEMSANS the spin-echo length is given by the relation:
where d 1 is the distance between sample and detector.
For small scattering angles 2 Σ exp is related to the differential coherent SANS cross-section dΣ(Q) dΩ , through:
The meaning of Σ exp can be best seen for the case of a thin sample, in which case the product Σ exp t is just the fraction of neutrons that are scattered into the solid angle covered by the pixel of the SEMSANS detector.
The function G exp (δ SE ) in eq. 9 is the experimentally observed projection of the autocorrelation function of the scattering length density, γ(r) [15] . Its theoretical definition, G tot (δ SE ), can be expressed as the Hankel transform of dΣ(Q)/dΩ if the scattering is isotropic [15] :
where J 0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, and the subscript tot (for "total") indicates that the upper integration limit is infinity. The correlation length, ξ tot , is given by [15] :
The experimentally determined V s (δ SE ) can be analyzed using eq. 9 where the functions Σ exp and G exp (δ SE )
can be related to dΣ(Q)/dΩ through:
The obvious difference between eqs. 12, 13 and eqs. 14, 15 is in the integration range, which in the latter case is limited by acceptance angles to the maximum accessible
A detailed account for an effect of acceptance angles on measured SEMSANS intensities and on V s (δ SE ) has been given in Appendix C. In case when Q max SEM SAN S is particularly low, that is, when a significant part of small-angle scattering cross-section is not registered by the SEMSANS detector, eq. 9 no longer holds and a more general result, eq. C.24 in Appendix C, should be used.
Practical aspects of combining SANS and SEM-SANS
In order to assess the impact of the SEMSANS addon on a SANS instrument, it is important to estimate the accessible Q-and δ SE -ranges and identify a possible overlap. This was performed by fixing the major instrument parameters, for SANS according to the technical design of SKADI [9] , and for SEMSANS according to previous reports [10, 11] .
Q-range accessible to SANS
In the high flux mode SKADI uses every neutron pulse leading to a bandwidth of 5.5 Å and 7.2 Å for a sampledetector distance of d 1 =20 m and d 1 =8 m, respectively.
In the wide Q mode every second pulse is used leading to a doubling of the bandwidth. For the combination with SEMSANS, the incident neutron beam must be polarized; therefore, based on the current SKADI design, the minimum wavelength λ min cannot be lower than 3 Å [9] .
The minimum Q for SANS is given by:
where b is the size of the beam stop. Since d 2 = 0.2 d 1 , the maximum Q accessible by SANS is:
where a is the size of the SANS detector.
δ SE -range accessible to SEMSANS
The spin-echo length range can be calculated from eq. 10 and eq. 6. Since the measurements can be done at more than one sample-to-detector distances (d 1 ) and, therefore, at different L 1 and L 2 distances, it is preferable to make the d 1 -dependence explicit and rewrite these equations as follows:
where L 2s and L 12 are as defined in Fig. 1 .
The following parameters are fixed:
m, and L 12 = 11 m. The other two parameters, d 1 and λ, depend on the configuration of the host SANS instrument.
Once the latter is fixed, the δ SE range can only be modified and eq. 19).
Due to the finite detector spatial resolution the visibility of the sample and empty beam measurements is reduced by a factor R pixel , which depends on the pixel size 
The effect of acceptance angles
As it can be seen from eq. 15, the correlation function 
where x is the X-coordinate of the SEMSANS detector pixel, the sizes of sample and collimation apertures along X axis are 2S, and 2S C , respectively, and the distance between the two apertures is d C . Because of an x-dependence of the accepted θ SEM SAN Srange, the function G exp (δ SE ) and normalized visibility V s (δ SE ) may be x-dependent as well (cf. eq. 15 and eq. 9). In general, a fit of a SANS model to V s (δ SE ) can account for this x-dependence. However, for simplicity, such an x-dependence can also be removed. To do that, only the intensity measured in a narrow central region of the SEMSANS detector around x = 0, e.g. |x| < 2 mm should be used to calculate V s (δ SE ). In this paper, we choose the latter option and calculate Q max SEM SAN S , G exp (δ SE ), and V s (δ SE ) for x=0. The major impact of a polarizer and an analyzer on SANS measurements consists in a reduction of the incident beam intensity by at least factor 2×2=4. If a 3 He cell is used as analyzer the divergence of the incident beam is not affected but the intensity losses will be higher.
The scattering from the coils is mainly due to refraction, which is significant for cylindrical wires [17] . There- Behind the sample, a state-of-the-art MCP detector may be used, such as described in ref. [16] . The dimensions of its active surface are 3 cm by 3 cm and are smaller than dimensions of a beam stop (7 cm by 7 cm), but its actual size is larger. This size will probably be reduced in the future. Alternatively, the MCP detector can be placed behind the high Q SANS detector if the latter has a window in the center.
In addition, as the pixel size of the SANS detector is expected to be 3 mm by 3 mm, intensity oscillations with a period of a few mm could be observed with SANS as well.
Their amplitude can be estimated from eq. 8 by calculating the factor R pixel R ∆λ (x) using eqs. B. The effect of oscillations on the measured SANS crosssections can be removed by taking the shim or the average of the intensities (cf. eq. 7). In any case no oscillations will be observed with the high Q SANS detector because the condition in eq. 6 will never be fulfilled.
Practical aspects with respect to the analysis of SANS and SEMSANS measurements
A substantial difference in the combined SANS-SESANS data analysis arises from multiple scattering effects, which affect differently the measured patterns. In SANS, where multiple scattering is a major issue, two extreme cases can be considered.
In the case of multiple small-angle scattering, the probability to be scattered at a small angle is much higher than at larger angles. As a result, the shape of a measured SANS curve is affected, however, procedures such as described in Ref. [18] allow to correct for this and to obtain accurate structural information.
In the second case, multiple scattering is primarily caused by the high probability to be scattered at angles larger than the angles accepted by a SANS detector, e.g. due to a substantial incoherent scattering cross-section. In this case, multiple scattering does not change the Q-dependence of the measured SANS cross-section, but it leads to a scattering background, which, however, can be corrected using empirical procedures [19] .
In the following we will focus on multiple SANS effects, as they are the most frequent. Their impact can be evaluated by calculating the SANS transmission, T SAN S (λ), from eq. E.3. This impact is substantial for T SAN S (λ)
lower than 80% (see Appendix E for more details).
In SEMSANS, multiple scattering is taken into account by eq. 9, however, it becomes a severe limitation when it leads to V s (δ SE ) close to zero. In such a case multiple scattering limits the maximum usable spin-echo length, which becomes lower than δ max SE -limits given in Tab. 1. To prevent this, we define a constraint, T SEM SAN S > 0.01, where
and Σ exp is given by eq. 14. For 0 < G(δ SE ) < 1 it follows from eq. 9 and eq. 22 that
For an accurate test of scattering models against experimental SEMSANS data using eq. 9, we estimate that V s (δ SE ) should be lower than 0.99, which is somewhat arbitrary but based on experience with SESANS experiments. Qualitatively, it can also be justified as follows:
for a relative error of 1% the deviation of V s (δ SE ) from unity becomes significant only for V s (δ SE ) less or equal to 0.99. 
Calculation of SEMSANS signal and sample transmission
As mentioned above several samples have been considered and for every one, we first calculated dΣ(Q)/dΩ using the model and parameters from the original publication (see the supplementary material for details). Then we selected one of the four SKADI configurations and the corresponding minimum wavelength, λ min . As a result, the total wavelength range was fixed to (λ min , λ max ), and the Q-range accessible with SANS was fixed as well. The maximum δ SE , δ max SE , was chosen based on the maximum (anticipated) size of structural features in the sample. Using eq. 18 and λ max , we calculated B 1 and the entire δ SE -range. Then, the following calculations were done in the specified order: Å -1 ) and USANS (down to Q of 8×10 -5 Å -1 ) in a combined study [20] . Maximum observable distances correspond to 0.63 µm and 7.8 µm, for SANS and USANS, respectively.
The example of experimental and fitted dΣ(Q)/dΩ is shown in Fig. 2B .
The SEMSANS results for the maximum spin-echo length of 10 µm and several sample thicknesses are shown in (cf. eq. 12) is a real space correlation function [15] . Thus, the experimentally obtained G exp (δ SE ) is directly related to the structure of the sample. For example, in Fig. 4 , G exp (δ SE ) becomes zero for δ SE , which exceeds the maximum correlation length of the structure. Therefore, the latter can be estimated from the intercept of G exp (δ SE ) with the δ SE -axis. In fact this correlation length is larger than the average diameter of a raspberry particle due to the effect of polydispersity. Note that the noticeable difference between G exp (δ SE ) and G tot (δ SE ) renders a visual analysis of G exp (δ SE ) less reliable and in some cases even impossible. However, a proper, detailed analysis of scales in geology, mineralogy or hydrocarbon recovery. Examples of such studies are provided in diagenesis (change of a sedimentary rock into a different rock) [21, 22] , pore structure in coals [23] and in nuclear graphite [24] , hydrocarbon generation [25] , tight gas reservoirs [26] or gas shales [27] . These results are often complemented by other studies, which extend the structural information over length scales larger than 1 µm, like neutron imaging [24] The V s (δ SE ) calculated for the chalk sample and for a maximum δ SE of 100 µm is shown in Fig. 6 . In this case, as it is important to cover a broad δ SE -range, only the wide Q mode is considered. In addition the δ max SE in a real experiment may not reach 100 µm because of limitations on the maximum magnetic field. In this configuration, a broad range of length scales is covered but the δ SE -range has no overlap with the region accessed by SANS. In order to achieve an overlap between SANS and SEMSANS, the SEMSANS measurements should be performed at a smaller magnetic field, such as in Fig. 7 , where, however, δ SE does not exceed ≈ 10 µm. Thus, the technical constraints do not allow to reach an overlap between SANS and SEMSANS and at the same time a maximum δ SE of 100 µm. ple. An interesting aspect of the small-angle scattering though is that it probes the structure in the direction perpendicular to the incident beam, and thus SEMSANS can probe the structure even on the length scales larger than the sample thickness.
Calculated G exp (δ SE ) and G tot (δ SE ) are shown in Fig.   8 . The difference between the two is rather small in contrast to the raspberry particle case given in Fig. 4 . This small difference is due to the fact that the differential SANS cross-section of chalk decreases rapidly with increasing Q and thus the cut-off at the high Q region does not significantly alter the result of Hankel transform.
Growth of monodisperse spherical particles
Monodisperse colloidal particles with sizes up to ≈1-2 µm have numerous applications [28] . The growth of such particles or kinetic processes involving their functionalization are potential science cases for a combined SANS and SEMSANS instrument. An example of such particles are "Stöber particles", which are monodisperse spherical silica particles prepared by the method described in 1968 by Stöber et al. [29] .
A number of SAXS and USAXS experiments have been performed on Stöber particles with diameters in the range from 10 to 100 nm, depending on reaction times and conditions [31, 32] . Stöber particles prepared by a multistage method may have much larger diameters, larger than 1 µm SESANS [34] . Time-resolved combined SANS and SEM-SANS experiments would allow to cover a wide range of length scales and observe in-situ the growing Stöber particle as a function of reaction time. This will provide important input to understand how particles with tailored properties can be produced and at the same time discriminate between various models of their inner structure.
We have modeled Stöber particles prepared by a multistage method as homogeneous solid spheres with a radius of ≈ 1 µm and as spheres of the same radius and the same average density but with several thin concentric shells with increased density. Sphere radii and the concentric shells were taken from an earlier study [30] and details are given in the supplement.
The resulting differential SANS cross-sections are shown in Fig. 9B for an aqueous solution (H 2 O:D 2 O≈1:1). Approximate matching of the solvent scattering length density (SLD) to the average SLD of a multishell particle (the contrast is just ≈ 5 × 10 7 cm -2 ) allows to distinguish between two different models of internal structure. An example of G exp (δ SE ) and G tot (δ SE ) is shown in Fig. 11 . It can be seen that the solid spheres G(δ SE )
differs from that of multishell spheres. Thus, it is possible to distinguish between the two models using SEMSANS.
In addition, G tot (δ SE ) and G exp (δ SE ) are close to each other for solid spheres but are quite different for multishell spheres. This reflects the fact that for multishells, the ratio between the differential scattering cross-section at large Q and small Q is larger than for solid spheres. Therefore, the cut-off of the high Q region via an upper integration limit in eq. 15 has a larger effect on G exp (δ SE ) for multishell than for solid spheres.
Discussion

Potential applications
The three examples presented above represent three different science cases illustrating potential scientific applications for a combined SANS and SEMSANS instrument. In the case represented by the raspberry particles, the macroscopic incoherent scattering cross-section is low, and the scattering by large particles is significant but not 
Feasibility
SANS is a well-established technique, and the feasibility of SEMSANS experiments has also been proven [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Hence, the combination of SANS with SEMSANS depends on the specific scientific question and required measurement times. The incident neutron beams at the ESS are expected to be at least 10 times more intense than in other sources, which would render combined SANS and SEMSANS time resolved measurements an attractive option. These would be at least as good as SANS measurements nowadays, but with an additional structural information provided by SEMSANS.
Tentative measurement times and time resolutions for SEMSANS measurements can be estimated by considering that a large part of intensity measured by the SEM-SANS detector comes from the transmitted neutron beam.
Therefore, even if only a narrow part in the center of MCP detector is used (e.g. for |x| < 1 mm, in order to have a symmetric range of accepted scattering angles for all x, see eq. 21), the counting statistics should not be a problem.
In addition, the high brilliance of the incident beam at ESS will not pose a problem for the SEMSANS detector.
High counting rates reaching 10 8 cm -2 s -1 can be handled by state-of-the-art MCP detectors, with at the same time a spatial resolution of 55 µm [16] .
An effect of finite acceptance angles
The examples above show that for the raspberry particles and multishell Stöber particles G exp (δ SE ) is quite different from G tot (δ SE ), while for rocks and large solid Stöber particles the difference between the two is negligible. This difference is caused by the finite acceptance angle of the SEMSANS detector. In the cases where the differential scattering cross-section is a fast decaying function of Q (e.g. for fractal structures), the cut-off at Q-values larger than Q max SEM SAN S has a negligible effect on the Hankel transform.
However, as in general the structure of a sample is unknown, it is impossible to predict the effect of acceptance angle. In this case a visual analysis of G exp (δ SE ) may lead to incorrect conclusions and requires the fit of a SANS model on G exp (δ SE ) using eqs. 14-15 by taking into account the acceptance angle and the corresponding Q max SEM SAN S . This is analogous to the angular and wave-length resolution effects in SANS, which affect the positions of peaks or minima but can be taken into account during the fit.
The choice of experimental parameters
The major application for combining SANS and SEM-SANS in a single measurements are time-resolved studies of kinetic processes and multiscale phenomena covering a large region of length scales. These are the cases where the substantial decrease in intensity caused by the SEMSANS add-on can be justified.
On the other hand, the largest range of spin-echo lengths and the best V (δ SE )-signal can be achieved for just one configuration of SKADI, namely for a sample to detector distance of 8 m in the wide Q mode. Because the neutron flux decreases dramatically for longer wavelengths, such a combined setup should use a minimum wavelength achievable for a polarised neutron beam (for SKADI, it is λ min = 3 Å). This minimum wavelength would also maximise the overlap between the SEMSANS and SANS length scales.
In such a case the choice of magnetic field depends on the maximum δ SE that should be reached.
Thus, the only remaining free parameter is the sample thickness, the choice of which will affect the multiple SANS effect on the measured differential SANS crosssections, and possibly, on the maximum spin-echo length that can be observed with SEMSANS. The sample thickness will also affect the SANS counting statistics data and the quality of the SEMSANS data (that is, to what extent V (δ SE ) differs from 1). However, multiple scattering depends on the structure of each specific sample and there is no simple recipe on how to select an optimal sample thickness. This must be estimated using sample transmission, SEMSANS signal, and counting statistics obtained by test measurements or by calculations.
Simultaneous analysis of SANS+SEMSANS results
A simultaneous analysis of the SANS and SEMSANS data requires the transformation of either 1) G exp (δ SE ) to Please note that in the presence of very strong smallangle scattering, for example, from large particles and strong scattering contrast, the scattering may no longer be adequately modeled by single-particle scattering models that are based on the first Born approximation [36] . However, judging by the calculated T SAN S and T SEM SAN Svalues, this should not be the case for all examples discussed above.
Summary
Based on the technical design of the SANS instrument SKADI, which will be built at ESS, and on preliminary characteristics of a SEMSANS add-on we have shown that a wide range of length scales over 4 orders of magnitude, from ≈ 1 nm to ≈ 10 µm, can be covered simultaneously where C = 2c(B 2 − B 1 ) cot θ 0 (cf. eq. 4). Thus, the reduction of oscillation amplitude is given by
and increases towards detector edges, i.e. towards larger |x|.
The usable detector width, −x max < x < x max , depends on the minimum acceptable R ∆λ -value, R min ∆λ . To observe at least one oscillation period, ζ should not exceed 
Thus, the constraint δ SE ≥ δ min SE ∆λ is satisfied when
For SKADI, dλ/λ is expected to be in the range of 4%-8% and will certainly not exceed 20 % [9] . From eq. A.6, for dλ/λ = 0.2, expected R min ∆λ is 0.965 ≈ 1. Thus, for this setup, finite wavelength resolution has no significant impact on the minimum δ SE that can be achieved.
Let us calculate the x coordinate when the decrease in the oscillation amplitude becomes smaller than R ∆λ .
From eqs. 4, A.2, as well as from C, σ λ , and ∆ λ defined above:
which can be rewritten as
Appendix B: An effect of the spatial detector resolution on δ max SE
To estimate an effect of the spatial detector resolution on measured visibility, we calculate the average over the width of one detector pixel, p:
wherex is the coordinate of the center of the pixel. The reduction of oscillation amplitude is
Once the minimum acceptable R pixel is set, the minimum 
where s x and s y are the x-and y-coordinates of a neutron at the sample aperture and θ i and ψ i are the incident angles in the XZ and Y Z-planes, respectively. This equation is a generalization of eq. 7, but we neglect effects of finite wavelength and detector resolution (cf. eq. 8).
For any given pair of x and s x , and y and s y , θ i and ψ i are fixed by definition:
hence, eq. C.1 can be written as
where
The visibility, V 0 (x, y), is defined by (cf. eq. 7):
When a sample is present, the intensity is
where the first term describes the contribution from direct beam, T is the sample transmission defined in eq. E.1.
Sample scattering comes in via:
and, using x = s x + d 1 θ i from eq. C.2:
where θ f and ψ f are the angles after scattering,
is an effective scattering function which includes multiple scattering and sample attenuation and self-absorption, it will be denoted as S ef f for brevity.
The pixel coordinates x and y are related to the coordinates at the slit via:
where θ s = θ f − θ i and ψ s = ψ f − ψ i are the scattering angles in the XZ and Y Zplanes, respectively.
From eq. C.11,
, and defining spinecho length δ SE = λd 1 /ζ, eq. C.8 can be written as
is a function of x and s x , and Q max y depends on s y and y. Further
Assuming that S ef f is symmetric with respect to Q x , the second integral in eq. C.13 is zero, which leads to
The visibility, V (x, y), is defined by
Normalized visibility is given by:
Here, the division by I Thus, the following two functions have to be obtained:
where, for simplicity, we reduced a double integral over Q x and Q y to the integral over Q (under assumption of isotropic scattering and that
To calculate functions from eqs. C.17, C.18, we use the approach of Schelten and Schmatz and define two functions: S(Q) which is S ef f for a very thin sample, and H(Q) which is S ef f for an arbitrary thickness t. Eqs. 10-11 from
Ref. [18] read
h(δ SE ) = 2π where T is the sample transmission. H(Q) is given by
We start by noting that S(Q) = t which is the same as eq. 9, as can be seen from eqs. C.23, and eqs. 14.,15.
Please note that eq. C.24 also applies to the normalized polarisation measured in SESANS experiments.
Note also that the normalized visibility defined by eq.
C.16 implicitly depends on x-and y-coordinates. Indeed, For the pixel coordinate x, the limits on θ f (x) are (x ± S)/d 1 . Thus, the limits of θ s (x) = θ f (x) − θ i are
The range of accepted scattering angles in the YZ plane, i.e. angles ψ s , is defined analogously.
If measured "spin-up" and "spin-down" intensities, I
± se (x, y), are summed up across the Y axis of the SEMSANS detector, the range of accepted ψ s will be broader than the range of θ s (x). As a result, the assumption Q max = Q where t is sample thickness; Σ a (λ), Σ coh (λ), and Σ inc (λ)
are macroscopic absorption, coherent and incoherent scattering cross-section, respectively. Σ inc are assumed to be λ-independent and calculated from the atomic and isotopic sample composition using tabulated bound atom cross- where Q = (4π/λ) sin θ/2 and an isotropic scattering pattern is assumed. In general,
dΣ(Q) dΩ
is the coherent differential scattering cross-section, and Q max = 4π/λ. We neglected wide-angle coherent scattering and calculated dΣ(Q) dΩ using a SANS model and coherent bound scattering lengths.
For Q ≥ 1 Å -1 , a SANS model can not be expected to be reliable because the approximation of a continuous scattering length density distribution no longer holds. Therefore, Q max is set to 4π/λ when 4π/λ ≤1 Å -1 , and 1 Å -1
otherwise.
To estimate the significance of multiple small-angle scattering in the SANS experiment, we use
where Σ SAN S (λ) is calculated from eq. E.2, with Q max set to Q max SAN S from eq. 17 and the lower integration limit is set to Q min SAN S from eq. 16. Thus, only scattered neutrons that reach the two SANS detectors are taken into account.
Then, the significance of multiple scattering is estimated as follows [37] .
If the probability to be scattered once is x, twice x 
